NestorFalls

Fly-in Outposts
Escape to the Wilderness!

Northwestern Ontario, Canada

Welcome to… NestorFalls Fly-In Outposts

Your Hosts...Dave, Michelle, Jon, Kasey, and Ryan invite you to share

in the spectacular fishing and in the beauty of the wilderness with them. As
a small boy, Dave, dreamed of becoming a commercial bush pilot and fishing
remote areas. This came true over 28 years ago in 1985 when he and Michelle
started living this dream. Together they have built their business on a
reputation of warm hospitality, excellent facilities, and personalized service.

The Outposts…

An Adventure in the remote
wilderness doesn't mean roughing it. You will be pleasantly
surprised with the comforts that our outposts have to offer.
For the long summer evenings our decks provide a superb
view of the lake and northern lights. A gas BBQ grill, a
propane cooker for frying your fish outdoors and all cooking
utensils are supplied. Our spacious, fully equipped cabins
have kitchens, living areas with comfy sofas and easy chairs,
hot and cold running water with showers, solar electric lights,
propane stoves, solar electric refrigerators and freezers. Each
bedroom at the outposts you'll find set up with two single
box spring mattress. You will need to bring your sleeping
bags and bath towels. For communication while at the
outposts we have installed satellite phones at all locations.
Our 14' and 16' boats are powered by new, reliable Yamaha
outboards each year. All are equipped with swivel boat seats,
cushions, minnow buckets and more gasoline than you can
use. We have only one goal at Nestor Falls Fly-In: to provide
the highest quality of service and the most complete Canadian
experience a guest could receive while staying with us.
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See our outpost accommodations on pages 4-13
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Savor

the pristine beauty of the Canadian
wilderness. A wilderness, accessible only by air.
A place where you can lose yourself in peace
and tranquility. A setting like no other; where
you can feel content to sit on the still of the
evening and listen to the cry of the loons. As
twilight changes the landscape to shades of red,
and as the sun sets in the horizon, you will be
thankful that in a few short hours this incredible
day will repeat.

Fishing

our remote
Canadian lakes will often
produce fishing stories that
even your closest friends will
doubt.
Trophy
Walleye,
Northern, Smallmouth Bass,
Muskie and Lake Trout are
common. We are always asked,
"When is the best time of the
year for fishing?" The answer
is, anytime from opening
weekend in May to the end of
September. The fishing is
always good in our remote
outpost lakes, however, fishing
techniques may vary with time
of year. When planning a trip
with your family, you may find
that July and August are the
most suitable months because
of the weather and the water
temperature for swimming.

Catch & Release…

Nestor Falls Fly-In was one of the first
Outposts operations in northern Ontario to implement a catch and release policy as
not to over stress the fishery. That visionary policy has served our operation well
throughout the years as we continue to enjoy world-class fishing and significant
repeat business from our guests. Every year the average size of the fish goes up as well
as the number of fish caught. What “catch and release” means is that you may keep
your conservation limit of fish under the legal size limit to eat while you are at the
lake, but you may not take home any fish or trophies from our lakes. Our goal at
Nestor Falls Fly-In is to provide all of our guests with the trip of a lifetime.
Catch & Release

Weight Limits…

Each Person is allowed 100
pounds, no exceptions. This includes your personal
gear, groceries, and beverages. An extra flight may be
arranged to haul in overloads for an additional fee.
Also available to our guests is the opportunity to fly
your beverages in ahead of time. Contact us for pricing
and a suggested packing list.

Local Services…

We would recommend that
you arrive the night before your departure and stay in
Nestor Falls. If you will be needing reservations for the
night before, be sure to contact us well in advance. We
have 2 beautiful cabins overlooking Lake of the Woods.
Close by are many fine restaurants, a full service
grocery and liquor store. There are Bait and Tackle
shops just minutes from our base.

Boating Regulations…

New boating
regulations passed by the Ontario Government now
makes it mandatory for all persons in a boat to have an
approved life jacket from your place of origin.

Toll-free: 877-653-1524 • 807-484-2345
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NestorFalls Fly-In Outposts
10 Beautiful Locations

LARUS LAKE
N 51 16 49 W 094 40 93
Larus is the perfect setting, located 150 miles north of our air
base on the Bloodvein River System in the heart of the Woodland
Caribou Provincial Park. Here nature still rules and you will have
an opportunity to see Moose, Caribou, Bear and Eagles. Larus
being six miles in length with inlet rapids, deep water, and plenty
of structure ensures some of the best Walleye and Northern
fishing in Northwestern Ontario. Larus offers the angler an
opportunity to catch high numbers of trophy class fish each day.
On the average you can expect that at least one or two people out
of your group is going to bring a Walleye to the boat over six
pounds and add to that the possibility of a 48" Northern. We are
the only outfitter on this lake, having two locations: one on a
lovely sand beach and the other in a well-sheltered bay. Both
cabins are very spacious, with covered outdoor cooking area for
the fish fryer and barbecue. Each cabin has 4 bedrooms; the bay
sleeps 10 and the beach sleeps 8. The beach cabin sets the
standard of fly-in fishing in the twenty-first century. Features
hardwood floors, a wonderful screened in porch with walkway
from the door to deck and cook area.

RAPIDS

*
*

CABIN

Catch & Release

*

CABIN

Type of Fish:
Walleye, Northern
Sleeps: 8 & 10
Minimum Party of 6

Air Miles: 150
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*RAPIDS
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*Rate Per Person:
4 days…$1,360
5 days…$1,450
6 days…$1,540
7 days…$1,625

ADVENTURES IN CANADIAN FISHING
AND DELUXE ACCOMMODATIONS

KEEPER LAKE
RAPIDS

N 51 34 19 W 094 34 83

*

RAPIDS

Catch & Release

CABIN

*

Type of Fish:
Walleye, Northern
Sleeps: 4
Minimum Party of 4

Air Miles: 170

*

Back in the day the Nestor Falls Fly-In, as you know it today, was just a
glimmer of hope discussed with much enthusiasm between Dave and
Michelle around the dinner table. We were fortunate enough to be able to start
our lifelong dream on Keeper Lake. Keeper has been, and will always be, the
sentimental favourite around here. There have been too many good times and
fond memories there to mention. When fall rolls around and it is time to close
down all the cabins, Keeper is the lake of choice for the crew to set up camp.
With the long days of shutting down cabins it is the perfect place to stay as it
only takes a couple minutes to catch enough fish for dinner. This lovely two
bedroom cabin is 170 miles north being 10 miles in length. The stunning rock
cliffs, countless sheltered bays, points and shallow waters makes Keeper our
most productive Walleye and Northern lake. Keeper Lake is very broken up
with lots of bays which makes it easy to get around on. You never have to
worry about the wind, because there is always a nice quiet spot to fish in. In
fact, we recommend on your arrival to Keeper, just across from the cabin off
the point, is where you should go to get your shore lunch. At Keeper you will
have no trouble catching decent-sized fish. It would be nothing for a group of
four to catch 800-1000 fish in four days. I would recommend this lake for the
person who has had less fishing experience because of its superb fishing
action and its countless bays. So next time you are at Keeper Lake take a few
minutes to remember that this is where it all started.

*Rate Per Person:
4 days…$1,360
5 days…$1,450
6 days…$1,540
7 days…$1,625

Outposts continued next page

Toll-free: 877-653-1524 • 807-484-2345
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Private sand beach and untouchable beauty.

CAIRNS LAKE
N 51 42 36 W 094 30 27

Welcome to paradise! When it came time for Cairns to get a
face lift it proved to be a little bit of a challenge. We wanted
to be able to utilize some of the old cabin but not
jeopardize the effect of a new cabin. What we
came up with was a spectacular cabin amongst
the pines in a park like setting. We had to
completely remove the interior and start from
scratch. The only thing we were able to use
was a portion of the floor from the old cabin.
With its spectacular view from the deck
overlooking the lake you can go over the days
events and start the planning process for trips to come.
The cabin is large enough to accommodate a full size family comfortably,
complete with a horseshoe pit. The fishing here is something else,
whether you like to fish with a jig and a minnow or troll with a spinner
rig you will not be disappointed. With the many different types of
fishermen we see through the course of the summer, we have a good
number of them going all artificial – trolling in front of the weed beds
with a Rapala, or something to that effect, has produced many northern
over 40 inches and numerous walleye touching the 10-pound mark. Treat
yourself to a beautiful cabin, with a private sand beach and untouchable
beauty. Our outpost cabin on Cairns is located 180 miles north and is
one of our largest lakes. For the fishing enthusiast, Cairns offers you lots
of water to run on, a large open body of water approximately 10 miles in
length makes it an exciting lake to fish for our more experienced guests.
Its clear blue water and rocky shore line make it a wonderful setting for a
vacation you won't forget. You can fish the entire week and not visit the
same spot twice. At this location we have 16' boats and 15 hp motors for
your ease of getting around the lake.
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*

CABIN

Catch & Release

Type of Fish:
Walleye, Northern
Sleeps: 8
Minimum Party of 6

Air Miles: 180

www.nestorfalls.com • info@nestorfalls.com

*Rate Per Person:
4 days…$1,360
5 days…$1,450
6 days…$1,540
7 days…$1,625

Easy to see why once you have been here, you desire to return again & again.

CLEAR LAKE

N 51 46 06 W 094 22 63

Catch & Release

CABIN

PORTAGE BOAT

*

PORTAGE BOAT

Type of Fish:
Walleye, Northern
Sleeps: 4
Minimum Party of 4

Air Miles: 185

*

*Rate Per Person:
5 days…$1,450
6 days…$1,540
7 days…$1,625

*

When Dave and Michelle decided it was time to start sprucing up
the outpost cabins we decided that Clear would be the first on the
block. We looked at different plans and harboured many ideas. We
decided that if we were going to do it that we would build a cabin
with all the comforts of home and go above and beyond what the
fly-in fisherman expected in an outpost cabin. Many of the guests
returning to Clear Lake asked the question of where we got the
plan for the cabin and the answer was simple, "I sat down with a small ruler and
a piece of paper and designed it myself," Dave would say. Today that same little
ruler is still in action as Dave has drawn all the plans for our new cabins and is
not ready to retire the little ruler that has been so instrumental in all of our new
cabins. Located 185 miles north, it is the only cabin on the lake. This two
bedroom cabin sits on a point amongst the pines. Its peaceful setting makes it an
excellent get-away for couples and friends. Clear Lake is 4 miles long, making it
a very easy lake to fish. When talking about the quality of fishing on our lakes it
is hard not to sound repetitive. All of our lakes have been hand picked and fished
before the transaction is made. The result being some of the most excellent
fishing in the northern wilderness. The average size of fish on Clear are incredible
with many Walleye in the 3 to 5 pound range. It has some of the best trophy
Walleye and Northern fishing in our area. Clear offers a short easy walk to two
portage lakes where you will find the boat and motor on the other side for your
use. The one lake has Lake Trout, Walleye and the other offers more Walleye and
Northern fishing. With the beauty, peacefulness of the wilderness surrounding
you, and of course the fishing, it becomes easy to see why once you have been
here, you desire to return again and again.

Outposts continued next page

Toll-free: 877-653-1524 • 807-484-2345
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Above and beyond what the fly-in fishermen expect in an outpost cabin.

ONEPINE LAKE
N 51 47 10 W 094 37 72

If you are looking for luxurious accommodations, great
fishing and the only cabin on the lake, this is the lake
for your group. This beautiful, three-bedroom cabin
has a panoramic view of the lake. We had mixed
emotions about tearing down the old log cabin, but in
the end the maintenance and upkeep of the log
building was just not cost effective. The new cabin has
been modeled after the other new cabins we have built
with just a few modifications to match the location. We have
laminate flooring which makes cleanup a lot easier. Onepine
located 190 miles north, is eight miles in length. With its many
weed beds and unbelievable rock reefs, it has outstanding Northern
and Walleye fishing. When you arrive at Onepine the first thing
you will notice is the ruggedness of the shoreline. It is a true copy
of what one would imagine in a north woods fishing trip. After
you unpack and head out on the lake you will not have to go far
to get right into the action. Please make sure you have a good grip
on your fishing rod because after your first cast there may be a
lunker Walleye or trophy Northern waiting for you. After you have
the lake figured out and think you have seen all that it has to offer,
take a boat ride around the corner from the cabin and treat
yourself to a short, beautiful nature walk over the hill to Strawberry
Lake. Onepine is where you will find out what true nature is all
about. This is a place where you can experience living on the edge
of adventure by day and relax in comfort by night.
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Catch & Release

CABIN

Type of Fish:
Walleye, Northern
Sleeps: 6
Minimum Party of 6

Air Miles: 190

www.nestorfalls.com • info@nestorfalls.com

*

*PORTAGE BOAT
*Rate Per Person:
4 days…$1,360
5 days…$1,450
6 days…$1,540
7 days…$1,625

Walleye, Northern and Lake Trout will exceed your every expectation.

MALETTE LAKE
N 51 49 25 W 094 48 5

*

*

PORTAGE BOAT

CABIN

Type of Fish:
*Rate Per Person:
Walleye, Northern, Trout 4 days…$1,360
5 days…$1,450
Sleeps: 6
Minimum Party of 6
6 days…$1,540
7 days…$1,625
Air Miles: 195

What would you say about renting your own private
lake with a beautiful three-bedroom cabin, complete
with screened in porch, outdoor covered cook area
PORTAGE BOAT
*RAPIDS with grill and fishcooker and a wrap-around deck.
Malette can offer you the quiet remote vacation that,
in the hustle and bustle of everyday life, seems
completely unrealistic. Experience the solitude of a
fly-in adventure being the only cabin on the lake. Malette is 195 miles
north of our base situated in a park like stand of pines on the edge of a
Catch & Release
beautiful sand beach. Malette offers you absolutely superb fishing. The
average size Walleye and Northern will exceed your every expectation.
Another added bonus of Malette is the presence of Lake Trout. Take a
NO LIVE BAIT
peaceful afternoon jigging for these deep water tackle shredders and
chances are you will hook into a trophy Laker. For a little change of
pace head over to the Inlet Falls and take a short walk over the portage
to upper Malette. Upper Malette is the perfect opportunity to take your
group for a little adventure. Pack yourselves a lunch, spend the morning
catching all the fish you can handle and return to the beautiful landing
for lunch. Situated on a nice flat rock with a spectacular view of the lake
and rapids, it is not hard to drift off and dream of the next adventure
that is just around the corner. Take the time, relax and remember to
Escape to the Wilderness.

Outposts continued next page

Toll-free: 877-653-1524 • 807-484-2345
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A must on the outdoor adventurer’s to do list.

HEROD LAKE

RAPIDS

*
RAPIDS

N 51 48 16 W 094 57 81

*
Located 200 miles north on the Keeper River System, Herod is
renowned for its spectacular Walleye and Northern fishing. Herod
Lake is definitely a must on the outdoor adventurer's to do list. The
main body of the lake runs about 5 miles in length. Herod Lake offers
many drop-offs, rocky points to fish for Walleye, as well as the
countless bays and weed beds for the mighty Northern Pike. For the
explorer, there are two sets of outlet rapids that are easily accessed
with short portages. It's not just about fishing here; you can also find
ancient Indian pictographs and there is abundant wildlife for your
viewing. Found around the corner from the cabin, is a magnificent
view of the Inlet Rapids, and on the quiet evenings the soothing
sounds of the rapids only adds to the setting. Here you can catch one
Walleye after another all day long. Being the only cabin on Herod, it’s
like renting your own private lake. This new outpost cabin is set up
with 4 bedrooms, spacious kitchen/living area, private shower room
with vanity as well as a covered outdoor cooking area for the fish fryer
and barbecue.

Catch & Release
RAPIDS

*

NO LIVE BAIT

PORTAGE BOAT

*
*

CABIN

*

RAPIDS

Type of Fish:
Walleye, Northern
Sleeps: 8
Minimum Party of 6

Air Miles: 200
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*Rate Per Person:
4 days…$1,360
5 days…$1,450
6 days…$1,540
7 days…$1,625

Uniquely situated where the Keeper River meets the Berrens River System.

MALAHER LAKE
N 51 55 09 W 095 04 97

This location offers everything one could ask for in an outpost lake. Being the only
cabin on the lake offers you excellent Walleye, Northern and Lake Trout fishing. It
is uniquely situated where the Keeper River meets the Berrens River System. The
combination of the deep water, underwater reefs, rocky points, many weedy bays
and rapids ensure some fantastic Walleye, Northern and Lake Trout fishing. For the
adventurer, travel to the north end of Malaher where you will find boat access to
the Berrens River for miles of sightseeing, fishing and exploring. You will find your
unique log cabin located on an Island facing the south on a sand beach. On the
main level of the cabin you will find your kitchen, living room, shower room, and
two bedrooms. In the loft you will find the third bedroom. The large deck and
screened porch offers an exceptional view of the sunrises and scenery. Once you've
visited Malaher you will see why it becomes easy to return again and again.

Catch & Release

NO LIVE BAIT

CABIN

*
*

RAPIDS

Type of Fish:
*Rate Per Person:
Walleye, Northern, Trout 4 days…$1,360
5 days…$1,450
Sleeps: 6
Minimum Party of 6
6 days…$1,540
7 days…$1,625
Air Miles: 200

Outposts continued next page

Toll-free: 877-653-1524 • 807-484-2345
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Very representative of the rugged, yet pristine beauty of the Canadian wilderness.

LOUNT LAKE
N 50 09 58 W 094 16 69

CABIN

*
This truly spacious four
bedroom cabin is located
75 miles north and is very
representative of the rugged,
yet pristine beauty of the
Canadian wilderness. An impressive
cabin has been built amongst the
pines on a rock point overlooking the
bay. Photo opportunities of sunrises and
sunsets await you from the deck. Lount Lake is found on the famous English River
System with many small creeks, rocky points and more sheltered bays than you could
fish in a week. Lount Lake being roughly a 40-square mile part of the English River
System, centrally located, provides you approximately thirty miles of well-sheltered
lake to travel. However, don't let the size intimidate you. We have well marked maps
that we will go over with you before your departure. At this location we have 16' boats
with 20 hp motors. For the outdoorsman looking to experience a variety of fish, Lount
has plentiful Walleye, Northern, Smallmouth Bass and an opportunity to catch a
trophy in any of these species.
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Catch & Release

Type of Fish:
*Rate Per Person:
Bass, Walleye, Northern
4 days…$1,075
5 days…$1,175
Sleeps: 8
Minimum Party of 4
6 days…$1,275
7 days…$1,375
Air Miles: 75

www.nestorfalls.com • info@nestorfalls.com

You will always find a secluded spot with lots of fish.

KAY LAKE
N 49 07 073 W 093 45 325

CABIN

*

*

CABIN

Type of Fish:
Smallmouth Bass,
Muskie, Lake Trout
Sleeps: 6/8
Minimum Party of 4

Air Miles: 20

Kay Lake is our closest
outpost, just ten
minutes from our
base. We have two
locations on this lake.
The first location is found on a secluded
island. The second is located on a high rock
point with a spectacular view overlooking
PORTAGE BOAT
the lake. Kay Lake is approximately four
*
miles long and has some of the finest
Smallmouth Bass, Muskie and Lake
Trout fishing. It is well known for its
excellent average-size Smallmouth Bass
with many caught in the three- to five-pound
range. We are the only outfitter on the lake. Numbers
speak for themselves, with many groups reporting over
100-plus fish per day. Kay Lake has two short portage
Catch & Release
lakes: Derby connected to Kay by a small river and
Anstey which offers you a chance to go for a short 150yard hike where you'll find a boat and motor on the
other side. With all of the areas you have to fish and
explore, you will always find a secluded spot with lots of
fish. For a break from the Bass and Muskie fishing, why
*Rate Per Person:
not do a day fly-in for Walleye? We can arrange for you
4 days…$880
to be flown into Arrow Lake for the day where you can
5 days…$940
catch Walleye from the time you depart the plane until
6 days…$1000
you reboard in the late afternoon. If this is something
7 days…$1,060
you are interested in, be sure to ask us for pricing on this
(parties of 2-3 extra $175)
package.

Outposts continued next page

Toll-free: 877-653-1524 • 807-484-2345
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Gentleman’s Package • How To Reach Us

Hunting Bear

Our fall bear hunt and fishing package are located at
one of our remote outposts. All hunting takes place on our own private hunting
area reserved for guests of Nestor Falls Fly-In Outposts only. Seven day package
includes flight, boat, motor, gas, baited stations and accommodations…$1,800
A $600 per person deposit is required.
It is important to remember
that to obtain a Canadian
hunting License you must
provide a hunting license
from the state in which you
reside.

One Day Fly-In Fishing …
Additional to our Outpost operation we also
offer day fishing on some of the local lakes.
This is an experience you will never forget.
You will be dropped off in the morning and
will have the opportunity to fish for Walleye,
Northern, Smallmouth Bass, Muskie and Lake
Trout until late afternoon when the plane will
return to pick you up. Our package includes
airfare, boat, motor and gas.

Reservation Information...

We suggest that you make your reservations early, over 80% of our guests are booked by
November 1st due to repeat business. A deposit of $400 per person is required to hold your reservation. If the need should arise that
you require to make changes to your reservations you should know that you may change your dates to a later time in the same year
subject to availability. Our policy on the deposit is that it is non-transferrable to the next year and is non-refundable. If, due to any
cause beyond our control such as bad weather or any unforeseen happenings, we assume no liability for any additional expenses
occurred. We accept cash, travelers checks or personal checks for final payment.
*ALL 2017 PRICES QUOTED IN U.S. FUNDS, PER PERSON. APPLICABLE TAXES NOT INCLUDED.
Due to fluctuating gas prices and exchange rates, all prices are subject to change without notice.

Follow us on
Facebook
Facebook
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Reservations • Hunting • One-Day Fishing

NESTOR FALLS FLY-IN OUTPOSTS’ MAIN BASE

How To Reach Us... We are located

60 miles north of the Fort Frances, ON/International
Falls, MN border crossing. After crossing the border,
take Hwy 11 and 71 west to 71 north to Nestor Falls.
When you reach Nestor Falls, look for our sign Nestor
Falls Fly-In Road next to the Tourist Information Center.
We are located off the main highway on the south side
of town, turn right on Nestor Falls Fly-In Road. Drive
approximately 1/2 mile until it opens into a paved
parking lot. While you are at the Outpost your vehicle
will stay in this private, secure parking lot.

From our main base in Nestor Falls, we can fly
you into 10 different lakes having 12 Outposts to
choose from. Eight of these cottages are located 90
miles northwest of Red Lake, 200 miles north of our
main base.
For those traveling by air, scheduled airline

service is available from all major cities to International
Falls, MN via Minneapolis. Check with your local travel
agent. Ground transportation is available to Nestor
Falls, please contact us for rates and information. If you
are arriving by private aircraft, Nestor Falls has a 3,800’
paved runway. GPS coordinates are N 49 08 25 W 93 55
01, CJA5 is the airport identifier. Customs can be
cleared at Fort Frances.

Air Charter…We are a fully licensed Air Carrier

which can fly you to any destination in Canada. Our
immaculate fleet of float-equipped aircraft consist of
two Turbine De Havilland Otters, a De Havilland
Beaver, Cessna 206 and 185. All of our pilots are from
the surrounding area and have grown up in the
outdoors, close to Nestor Falls. They have been with
us for many years, and have all the knowledge needed
to help your vacation go as smoothly as you would
expect. You will find our pilots to be very courteous,
experienced, professional and knowledgeable and all
have the same goal – TO MAKE YOUR VACATION
THE BEST ONE YET!!!

Toll-free: 877-653-1524 • 807-484-2345
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NestorFalls Fly-in Outposts
ADVENTURES IN CANADIAN FISHING
AND DELUXE ACCOMMODATIONS
Reserve Your Fly-In Fishing Adventure Today!

Dave and Michelle Beaushene
P.O. Box 35B • Nestor Falls, Ontario, Canada P0X 1K0
Toll-free: 877-653-1524 • (807) 484-2345
www.nestorfalls.com • info@nestorfalls.com

Need a code reader:
Download the App to
your smartphone today
and scan away.

